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In Serbia, Three State-kidnapped “Little Angels” Wait to be Sold Abroad

By Stephen Karganovic, March 14, 2024

Researchers  who have  studied  the  matter  closely  and,  just  as  importantly,  have  also
followed the money trail,  claim that  Barnevernet,  the Norwegian institution which had
pioneered many notorious practices in the child welfare business, has much to answer for
regarding the abuses resulting from the internationalisation of its dreaded “child protection”
methodology.

Azerbaijan Snubs Traditional Weapon Supplier Russia for Turkey and Pakistan

By Ahmed Adel, March 14, 2024

Six months after reclaiming the once Armenian-majority region of Nagorno-Karabakh in a
lightening military campaign,  Azerbaijan plans to upgrade its  fighter aircraft  fleet over the
next decade. All reports indicate that Pakistan and Turkey will be the providers and not
Russia, the traditional weapons supplier of Azerbaijan.

West  Should  Urgently  Reconsider  Dangerous,  Irrational  Concept  of  Permanent  Hostility
Against Russia

By Bharat Dogra, March 14, 2024

In recent times the idea of an inevitably hostile Russia has been promoted more to benefit
the military industrial complex and to create a justification for the existence and expansion
of NATO. There has been no rational explanation for this beyond such narrow thinking.

COVID-19 Vaccinated: Minor Surgeries Turned Deadly
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By Dr. William Makis, March 14, 2024

522% increase in hematological disabilities in 2022 in the UK. This isn’t “Long COVID” which
barely registers a small blip in 2020. These are COVID-19 Vaccine Induced hematological
disorders.

Saint Patrick’s Day 2024. 52 Years of Crimes Against Humanity: From Bloody Sunday in
Derry, Northern Ireland to Croatia, Kosovo and Iraq

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, March 14, 2024

This  weekend  we  commemorate  Saint  Patrick’s  Day  on  March  17,  2024.  But  there
is  another  important  event  in  the  history  of  Ireland.  The  52nd  anniversary  of  Bloody
Sunday. It happened 52 years ago on January 30, 1972. Thirteen people were shot dead
when soldiers opened fire on civil rights demonstrators in Derry on 30 January 1972.

CDC Redacts Every Single Word of 148-Page Study on Myocarditis After COVID Vaccination

By Baxter Dmitry, March 14, 2024

After months of dismissing or downplaying concerns about the potential side effects of the
experimental  vaccines,  president  Biden’s  former  covid  czar  now  says  that  there  is  a
myocarditis risk, particularly in young men.

Prejudicial Bans: Congress Tosses Over TikTok

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, March 14, 2024

In May 2023, the disparity of treatment between the companies (Meta, Google and TikTok)
was laid bare in a Congressional hearing that smacked the hands of Mark Zuckerberg and
Sundar Pinchai with little result, while lacerating TikTok CEO Shou Zi Chew. “Your platform
should be banned,” blustered Chair Cathy McMorris-Rodgers (R-WA) of the House Energy
and Commerce Committee.
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